
Twice-Monthly Patrol Report filed by WDDNA's Off-Duty Sheriff's Deputies

PATROL DEPUTY REPORTS
Past Two Weeks Reported in Chronological Order

Tuesday-Wednesday 8 p.m.-4 a.m., April 11-12
I patrolled the neighborhood and completed all 20 listed vacation watch checks. All homes
were secure.

I followed up with a homeowner who inquired about closing off a street for a block party. I
sent the homeowner an email with a link to the Sacramento County agency that issues
road closure permits for block parties.

I checked all the river access points to make sure no unwanted transients were walking
around. The night was cooler, quiet and there was no traffic on the roads.

Wednesday 8 a.m.-4 p.m., April 12
I patrolled the neighborhood and completed all 23 listed vacation watch checks. All homes
were secure

There was an audible burglar alarm on Park Place Drive, which was false.

All schools were in service today. There was a large sporting event at Jesuit High School,
but no issues.

Wednesday 4-10 p.m., April 12
I patrolled the neighborhood and completed all 23 listed vacation watch checks. All homes
were secure. While checking one of the homes, I found the front door open and found a
real estate agent showing the house.

While checking another house that is vacant, I found workers inside and had the worker
contact the homeowner, who confirmed that the workers were authorized to be in the
house.

I monitored several intersections, but observed no violations.

Thursday 8 a.m.-4 p.m., April 13
I patrolled the neighborhood and completed all 25 listed vacation watch checks. All homes
were secure.

I did not observe any traffic violations today.

The rest of the shift was quiet. 
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Friday-Saturday, 8 p.m.-4 a.m., April 14-15
I patrolled the neighborhood and completed all listed vacation watch checks. All homes
were secure.

I spoke with a resident about a truck and trailer partially parked in the bike lane on the
south side of American River Drive. I then spoke to the homeowner and asked her to
move the trailer out of the bile lane.

I contacted a transient I found sleeping with a dog at the river access gate at the end of
Harrington. 

I checked Ashton Park and found it clear.

Saturday, 4-10 p.m., April 15
I patrolled the neighborhood and completed all 27 listed vacation watch checks. All homes
were secure.

Many residents were out enjoying the weather and I chatted with several groups of people
during my shift.

At 8 p.m., I was waved down by a woman who reported seeing a motorcyclist speeding
recklessly down American River Drive from Watt Avenue. I checked the area but could not
locate the driver.

At 9:45 p.m. I noticed that a tree on Shelato had been adorned with toilet paper. I believe
the same house was similarly T-P’ed last year. Twenty minutes later, I was driving east-
bound on Carmello Drive near Linda when I saw a group of teenage boys and girls. I
suspected that they might have been the perpetrators, but I didn't see any toilet paper in
their hands and they were not doing anything illegal, so I did not stop them.

Sunday 8 a.m.-4 p.m., April 16
I patrolled the neighborhood and completed all 25 listed vacation watch checks. All homes
were secure.

One home had a wooden gate that was neatly placed against an adjacent fence. I recalled
that this had
not been the case when I checked the home during my previous shift. Nothing around the
property indicated anything suspicious and there were no signs of a forced entry. So, I
notified the owner via email and he advised me that his pool man had found the old,
decaying gate lying on the driveway and moved it.

Around 11:30 a.m., I monitored traffic at the 4-way stop at American River Drive and
Ashton. I observed no violations.

Monday 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., April 17
I patrolled the neighborhood and completed all 23 listed vacation watch checks. All homes
were secure.

I responded to an incomplete 911 hang up in the 1100 block of Sand Bar Circle. The
homeowners were unaware of the call and said everything was okay.

While patrolling on Thistlewood Way, I was waived down by a resident who was
concerned about a vehicle that had been parked there for some weeks without moving. A
DMV check showed that it was associated with the adjacent home.

I monitored the intersection at Jacob Lane and Keane Drive, but observed no traffic
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violations.

All parks and river access also checked clear.

Wednesday 8 a.m.-4 p.m., April 19
I patrolled the neighborhood and completed all listed vacation watch checks. All homes
were secure.

I took a report about a residential burglary in the 800 block of Piccadilly Circle that
occurred in early March. A door had been kicked in at a vacant house that was being
remodeled. No loss was reported.

I stopped a vehicle on Fair Oaks Boulevard near Eastern Avenue for having an expired
registration. I warned the driver to correct the problem.

A resident on Piccadilly Circle reported that her mother had parked in front of her house
while she was visiting last evening. During the night, someone drilled into the gas tank and
emptied it.

I responded to an incomplete 911- call in the 3600 block of Fair Oaks Boulevard. It was
false.

It was a quiet afternoon otherwise.

Wednesday 4-10 p.m., April 19
I patrolled the neighborhood and completed all 24 listed vacation watch checks. All homes
were secure.

I monitored traffic at several intersections but observed no violations.

I responded to a resident who reported a problem involving a neighbor. I was able to
mediate the issues and both parties left pleased.

Friday 8 a.m.-4 p.m., April 21
I patrolled the neighborhood and completed all 28 listed vacation watch checks. All homes
were secure.

I was waved down by a motorist at Wilhaggin Drive and Crondall Drive. He said he was
not familiar with the area and needed to drive to Auburn. I provided him with directions.

I responded to a 911 hang-up from a home in the 700 block of Courtlandt Drive. The
resident said she had misdialed while making a phone call.

The rest of the shift was quiet. 

Friday-Saturday, 8 p.m.-2 a.m., April 21-22
I patrolled the neighborhood and completed all 25 listed vacation watch checks. All homes
were secure. One of the homes had an open side gate. I checked the perimeter and
everything appeared undisturbed. I closed the gate. 

I observed a driver attempting to get into Wyndgate without the proper gate code. I spoke
to him and determined that he was at the wrong complex.

Overall it was a quiet night.

Sunday 8 a.m.-4 p.m., April 23
I patrolled the neighborhood and completed all 21 listed vacation watch checks. All homes
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were secure. At One home on American River Drive, I noticed a boat and trailer that had
been parked next to the house in the past was no longer there. I called the homeowner to
determine whether the boat had been stolen. He told me that it's his son's boat and that he
moved it to another location. He appreciated the call.

I was waved down by a passing motorist to report a bicyclist riding in and out of the
roadway on American River Drive near Ashton. I was unable to locate the subject.

I monitored traffic at the 4-way stop at American River Drive and Ashton. I stopped one
driver and issued a warning for rolling through the stop sign..

I followed-up on a report of someone living in a grey Ford Focus with an out-of-state
license plate parked on Battlewood Way. The area checked clear and I met with the
reporting person, who provided me the license plate of the vehicle. I checked for the
vehicle throughout my shift, but I never came across it.

I monitored traffic at the 4-way stop at American River Drive and Jacob drive, but
observed no violations.

I checked the river access areas and all were clear.

I monitored traffic at American River Drive and Ashton and stopped a driver who rolled
through the stop sign while traveling east, then made a U-turn and rolled through it again.
His license and registration both checked clear so, I provided him some sound advice on
the merits of coming to a complete stop.

CRIME MAP
To see locations of crimes reported to the Sheriff's Department in our
neighborhood and nearby areas, go to the Sacramento County Sheriff's
Department website and its crime report map at https://www.sacsheriff.com
/pages/online_crime_mapping.php.

HOW TO CALL FOR HELP
IN AN EMERGENCY 
If you have an immediate emergency - if your life or property is in immediate danger, if you
feel threatened by someone on or near your property, if you have just become the victim of
a crime or if you are witnessing a crime in progress: 

• CALL 911 from a land line. 
• Or, if calling from a cell phone within Sacramento County, call (916) 874-5111.

TO REPORT A CRIME 
There are two ways to report a crime to the Sacramento County Sheriff's Department:

1. Call the Sheriff's Department NON-EMERGENCY LINE at (916) 874-5115. To
bypass the recorded messaging when you call, dial 0 after the line is answered. 

2. File a report online through the Sheriff's Department website. Click on this link to
begin the process: https://www.sacsheriff.com/pages/crime_report.php

SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY (Not an emergency)
If you see someone engaged in suspicious activity but it is not an emergency, call
916-874-5115 (Sheriff's Department non-emergency line).  
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GENERAL CONCERNS, REPORTS OR QUESTIONS 
If you have an issue that can be addressed later, you may contact our neighborhood patrol
officers about it. Go to WilhagginNA.com, log in, then go to the Members Only menu and
click on Contact Patrol Officer.
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